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Marketing. Research 
to analyze Xavier image 
·· ... 
By SHANNON FLYNN 
. ·· " .··- llenlllntt lclllDr 
This week :an Xavier students will 
recieve a questionnarie asking them 
to state their perceptions of Xavier 
University .. ·This mailing·is part of 
the. first" phase of an in-depth 
· ~ark~ting. research study of Xavier. 
In mid-July of this year Xavier con-
plan" to Xavier aimed at more effec-
tively communicating Xavier's 
strengths to prospective students. 
The administration will then either 
· accept or reject these recommen-
dations. 
The project consists of three 
phases .. Rene Durand, director of 
admissions, explained that the initial 
stude"nts, faculty, administrators and 
all Xavier spanning the last five 
years. Phase one shouid end Nov. l 
when the second phase begins. 
Phase two will be the development of 
a marketing plan. Phase three will 
be the implementation of this 
marketing plan should Xavier accept . 
it. . 
tracted the local professional firm of · · According to James Sassen, 
Northlich, Stolley, Inc. and its SEE EDITORIAL Vice-President .of Public Relations 
parent research firm, Message Fae.: _ ON PAGE 8 and Development, Xavier, like 
~ tors, Inc. of Memphis, Atlanta, and other institutions. of higher educa-j Birmingham to collect and analyze phase is the data gathering, in- tion, is faced with the problem of 
t data fromt he various Xavier volvil)g qualitative (essay type) enrollment in the years ahead. The 
i "Populations" which will determine questionnaires and quantitative (ob- marketing research project is a 
1 
Xavier's image. · · . jective) questionnaires mailed dur- ·. professioanl means for Xavier to 
SPORTS· 
Fall Baseball ... page 6 
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• With the f~nding and recommen- ing the summer. The ."various .. gain an objective and detailed view New Dean.~~ l ciation ot l Ralph Corbett founda- Xavier populations" have included of itself. This will hopefully help Xavier University's new Dean of Arts cl Sciences, Rev: Joseph T. Angil/ela, 
{ ti~n, these firms were.contracted on students who have expressed an in- achieve a projected goal of 2200 assumed.his duties on August 20. Angillela is a gourmet cook, a Hindu 
{ July. · The marke.ting research firms terest in X. U. but did not eventually enrollment in -1981: . / enthusiast and an avid reader of science fiction: For a further profile, see arti-
! wili illtin1ately deliver a '.'marketing·- enroll;- incoming freshmen; en.r;o~led . .. T<fDurand the studf will provide cle 0)1 page JO. . · · · · .• · - · • 
Marketing to page 12 
Calif. Governor Jerry Brown speaks at fund raiser 
. . 
By LESLIE WINTERS . 
Artl Dl...Ctor • 
California Governor Edmund 
Brown was the guest speaker at the 
$100 a plate fund-raiser dinner for 
Thomas A. Luken, the Democratic 
Second Congressio,nal District can-
didate, Friday, September 24, in the 
Hall of M.irrors at the Netherland 
Hilton Hotel. . 
"News" Art Director, Leslie Winters, 
was given the opportunity to attend. 
the dinner a·nd speak with Governor · 
Brown personally through the 
generosity of Paul Selzer, a Xavier 
alumnus .. 
Brown attended the Santa Clara 
Jesuit school in California, studied 
Latin and Greek at Berkeley, and 
graduated from Yale Law School. 
He was a Jesuit scholastic for three 
and a half years, ieaving in' 1960, 
b~cause. he was "tired of poverty, 
chastity, and obedience." 
I,', 
Jerry Brown... . 
California Governor Edmund "Jerry" Brown ~ta $100 a plate fund 
raiser for Thomas Luken, Democratic Second Congressional District 
candidate. · 
. He stated his stand· on abortion: it 
should remain legal, to allow for in-
dividual choice. Personally, Mr. 
. Brown is pro-life. 
Questioned if he will run for Presi-
dent in four years, Brown replied, "I 
don't know what I'll be doing: I may 
even ·be in the monastery." 
When asked about the Governor's 
mansion in which he refused to live, 
he replied, "-I think we'll make it into 
a halfway house for lobbyists." 
Governor Brown lives in a small 
apartment in downtown Sacramen-
to. He asks, "what would I do with 
twelve thousand square feet of area? 
I'd spend my first year furnishing it!" 
Brown began his speech explain-
ing that half the citizens don't vote, 
. because they don't believe 
Washington cares. The politicians 
overpromise; and when they can't 
fulfill these promises, the public 
grows frustrated and mistrustful of· 
the gove·rnment. . 
lit the 60's, the u .s. had a fiscal 
dividend that helped the economy to 
grow. At this point, the U.S. is in 
debt, to the amoµnt of $6.5 billion. 
Brown believes that now is the time 
for us, as citizens, to create a 
philosophy to work by, or we'll be in 
"big trouble." 
The security of the country 
depends on the people here at home, 
not necessarily on economics. "All 
of us bear a burden; we have a com-
mittment," says Brown. 
"This is an . exciting time in 
American history," says the Gover-
nor. "We live on a small planet, all 
nations are intercom:iected, we are a. 
global community. We need the 
· Prssident and Congress to see our 
responsibilities." · 
Brown continued with an exam-
ple, "Oil importation affects our in-
Brown to page 12 
,,•. 
Future Xavier goals topic 
;~:1~] of first University Conference 
•-'"<'}:;?,''.;;:> . 
By ROBERT STEGMOYER 
EclllOr·ln-Chlel 
On September 14 and 15 the first 
in a series of three university con-
ferences discussing academic plan-
ning at Xavier was held at Men of 
Milford Retreat House. The theme 
of the first conference; funded by the 
Danforth foundation, was "Xavier 
U Diversity in 1981." . 
tributional pattern.of our studies and. 
teaching resources and atte~ pting to 
determine, as well as we could, in 
which direction Xavier should move 
in the next few years." · 
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J., 
president of the U Diversity, delivered 
the opening remarks; and the 
keynote. address was given by 
Robert C. Whittemore, Dean, Un-
SEE EDITORIAL 
ON PAGER 
prove what they have, not expand." 
The conference participants in-
. eluded a cross-section of the U Diver-
sity community, . involving ap-. 
proximately 60 faculty, students, ad-
ministrators, and staff. According to 
Rev. Francis C. Brennan, _S.J., 
academic vice president, the ,par-
ticipants were selected for a variety 
of reasons. Brennan said, "We 
probably didn't select any two peo-
ple for.the same reason, however, we 
did.try to have facuhy·representation 
from every diScipline." 
iversity College, Tulane University. The participants, divided into 
Singing the Registration Blues.... . . 
Xavier Students stop to have their fees tab_ulated for the_ fall semester. 
· According to Dr. Roger Fortin 
professor of history and one of the 
conference organiiers, the purpose 
of the conference was two-fold. For,. 
tin stated; "We are making an 
attempt at reexamining our shared 
objectives and mutual respon-
sibilities, our distinctive attachments 
and aipis, and our shared acceptance 
of certain academic values. Also, we 
. were.interested in assessing the dis-
Dr. ·Whittemore stressea the need small groups, were asked to address 
for a "high ·quality arid a broadly themselves to the following topics: I) 
based liferal arts education." He felt · Xavier's image ten years from· now, 
small universities, like Xavier, . 2) the graduate program, 3) the core 
sh·ould emphasize the things they do 
· best, noting that they should ·~m- Conference to page 12 
j 
.. 
·; 
~ . '
By JOYCE SCHREIBER 
.N1W1l•HWrller 
The fourth annual party fo~ Freshmen and transfer students will.be 
held in Schott Jesuit residence on Friday, October 8, from 8:00 to 11 :00 
p.m. Beer, peanuts in the shell, and the famous Schott dining room will 
provide the atmosphere for new students to meet the Jesuit community 
and fellow students. They can stop in any time or stay the whole time. 
• • ••• 
Residents of Kuhlritan Hall might like to heave a collective sigh of 
· relief (and gratitude) for the venetian blinds that were finally delivered 
: Saturday·morning! · 
• • • • 
Clerical volunteers are needed to help with consent forms during 
Swine Flu Immunizations. A tentative date of November 1st has been 
set. If you have a few hours and would like to help, please call 
MCGrath Health Center at 745-3631 or 745-3632. 
I . • • • . 
·A Czechoslovak court sentenced four rock musicians to prison terms 
from .8 to 18 months,for "organi.ring hooliganism" by staging unlicens~ 
. ed rock concerts. The defendantswereme~_bersofthe"PlasticPeople 
of the Universe" lind were found guilty fo "jeopardi.ring the education 
1 of youth in a Socialist spirit" by staging rock concerts and readings of 
·their work. · · · 
UPI, Sept. 23, 1976 
• • • 
Auditions for the Xavier Players first production of the 1976-77 
tseason, Shakespeare's Richar~ III, will be held on Thursday (today) at 
3:00 Pim. and at 7:00 p.m., Fnda~ at 7:00 p.m., Saturday at 2:00 p.m'., 
·and S~nday at 6:30 p.m. All audJtions will be in the University Center 
Theatre (Ground Floor, University Center Building). No previous ex-
perience is required, and all Xavier students are invited to try-out. 
• • • 
Bobbi Humphrey, jazz flutist, will be featured in a concert at 8:00 
p.m, on-October 9 in Hall Auditorium on the 0}tford Campus. He will 
be followed at 8:00 P·lll· on October 10 by rock singer Bruce Springs-
tein, who.will perform in Millett Assembly Hall. Tickets for both con-· 
certs are available at the Miami University.Center ticket o(fice. 
I . • • • 
H you see s0meone Without a smile, give him one of yours; for no one 
.. needs a smile so much as he who has rione to give. 
••• 
YOU CAN HELP 
THE OUTCOME MAY BE STAGGERINGLY REWARDING 
The Xavier University Sailing Club is holding a raffle to collect 
.money for a new boat. The tickets will be sold at 2Sc or five for $1. rhe 
winning two entrants will receive il half gallon of the liquor of their 
choice. So, Buy Now!! Help them get their new boat. 
••• 
. .<c.~S) :--- "Twenty yea~s of schooli~' ~nd they· put you on the day 
shift, whmed Bob Dylan m 1965. But now Dylan himself-after fifteen 
years of myth-building and paying literary dues-i~ being put back into 
. ~chools, as Dylan seminars.spring tip on campuses.around the country. 
. It doesn't take a fortune teller or gypsy from.Desolation Row to 
k~o~ that the nextgen'eration will find Dylan's words bound between 
Vikm~·cloth covers, stacked 300.high'in college bookstores, right next 
to Runbaud_ and Whitman. In the coming years, it will. be the 
professors and critics who were raised· on Dylan that will be deter-
mjning what is of"literary.merit," not their crotchety teachers who re-
jected "the youth's voice of the sixties." · 
~'Anyone who thinks Dylan is a great poet has rocks in his head " 
snortr.d a. U ~iversity of Vermont English professor in 1965, summi~g 
up academia's attitude towards Dylan (himself a University of 
Minnesota drop-out). 
No so long ago just 
teachers were quoting 
graduate instructors . 
discussions· in seedy 
a respite from an out-
. stuffy English depart-
resisting music 
lost _his job for 
graders into a secret 
·the Wind." 
a handful of maverick 
·.Dylan's words, mostly 
who led clandestine 
coffeehouses, seeking 
'"11'1'-VH.f>I dated curriculum of a 
ment. Or the draft 
teacher who almost 
goa.ding seventh 
· verse of "Blowin' in 
. Today, Dylan i.s not only taught by legions of teachers throughout 
the country, but 1s thought by some to be the major poetofourera. 
. In the ~st two yei,us, courses dealing with Dylan have been offered 
_at such d.1vers~ colleges as the University of Southern California,. the 
State University of New. York, Johns Hopkins University and Dart-
mouth College. . · . 
Dylan _is only the latest in a long sui;:cession of renegade writers who 
·.who we.r~. scorned by the lit.era ti of their day; Rim baud was detested by 
· the. Pans1an men. of lette_rs m the early 1870's, and was running guns in 
Asia before cultists succeeded in legitimizing his poetry. Whitman's 
masterful Leaves a/Grass was banned for its ... obsccne and immoral 
pa~sagcs." And Ezra Pound's poetry was proclaimed "incoherent, the 
work of a·madman." . 
This slow acc~ptancc is probably no sui:prise to Dylan, who has an 
acute sense of history and always .plays his cards right. His songs are 
like a newsreel of the· sixties and seventies, filled with the movements, 
fad~, slang.and personalities of the time, songs that were made to be ex-
. ammed thirty years after they were wirtten. 
unless specifically stated. All editorials reflect the 
opinion of a majority of the Editorial Board and do 
~ot necessarily represent the opinion of the stu- · 
dent body, faculty, or administration of Xavier 
University. , 
The NIWI is published weekly during the school 
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. . . . . .. . , . . : . periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio 
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.m_ll)l1tratlon, faculty, and student bod of Xavier · I-alters submitted to the N- for ublication 
"From my Comer" 
Xavier News Column by M•e Vlliboy . 
As the sun rises and sets with its 
cosmic inevitability, ·as the leaves 
once more undergo nature's eternal 
cycle, September rushes in upon us. 
Upon its tailwefmd the ever-present 
registration lines, the hook hills and 
the annually renewed hours of 
busting tail this year and raising 
those grad.es. 
As usual, the lines were long and 
slow, the text prices criminal and the 
vows forgotten on Tucker's opening 
night. Ah, yes, another ye~r of 
headaches, late papers and last 
minute cramming has arrived. The 
tragicomic parody of life we fondly 
refer to as Xavier/and has 
resurrected and all is once more well 
with the world. Except that we are 
There's Qnly 
one thing. 
worse than 
finding out 
you Dave 
cancer. 
·Not 
finding out. 
Many cancers can 
be cured if discovered 
early enough. Get a 
regular health check-
up. Start now. 
We want to wipe 
out cancer in your 
lifetime. Give to the 
American Cancer 
Society. 
American I 
Cancer Society* 
!HIS SPACE CONTR!BUIED BY THE PUBLISHER 
all a little older, hopefully a hit more 
mature and. more than likely a hit 
morescat:edofthe Real World. Yes, 
the big, ·bad, real world is out there 
waiting to gobble up poor innocent 
Muskies. But fear not, children, for 
. the next nine months are to be spent 
in the usual Jun and games, safe 
. behind the barricades and towers of 
Camp Xavier. · 
Where is all this gibberish leading? 
Nowhere really. The editor wanted 
some type of copy and here it is. 
••• 
Some observations made while walk;. 
ln1 the campus deptiThe Games 
Room and thepinballjunkieshaves-
uffered a severe loss by the removal 
of the OXO machine and its replace-
ment by an . Elton John pinball . 
machine (not to be confused with the 
much loved and respected wimrd 
machine). Even with four flippers, 
the machine is not that exciting, 
although the artwork (and the Cam-
pus League for Moral Decency, 
please note) on it is somewhat am-
biguously suggestible. ' 
• • • • • 
To anyone who is interested, th~ 
Grill's coffee. still is the best paint 
remover, carburetor cleaner, and . 
herbicide modern science can devise. 
••• 
It ha_s been suggested by several 
commuters that dorm students be re-
quired to park their cars at the lower 
· end of the parking lot, or even in the 
·Pit to save. the harried commuters 
time and aggravation in the morning 
when .they park. 
:. 
1832 DANA AVENUE. 
40 YEARS OF SERVICE TO TWO 
GENERATIONS OF XAVIER STUDENTS 
LIQUOR • WINE • BEER· 
MIXED DRINKS 
SANDWICHES • CHILI 
SNACKS 
CARRY OUT BEER 
A FEW BLOCKS EAST OF CAMPUS 
DAN DELANY, YOUR HOST 
Kitchen Open 'tiH 2 A.M. - Open Sunday Evenings 
Sugflr 'n Spice 
Reading Road at Victory Parkway 
OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK 
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE_ 
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES ·aR 
COMPLETE DINNERS 
.. DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE 
OR AFTER THAT LArfE 
WEEK-END DATE. 
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES. 
·WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY.MORNING BREAKFAST_ 
WITH US. ]UST 5 MINUTES FROM .ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES . 
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.J . _ ~A:~;er-X.U.vs.U:of~uri (ij). _ 
. · .. ·I Xavier University IJ Square Dance, Brockman. <;ourt, 8 (& 
p~m. to II p.m. · 
· ·f Calendar . Lut day for Piano Series tickets 
of = .~ · Senion and. Grad students man-JI datory Pre-Interview 
- ~~ . 
. j Meeting, I :30 
· : -- , General Faculty meeting, Cash 
.Soccer - X.U. vs. Florissant 
Valley C.C.; A WAY 
M.A.X., Cash Room, l :00-3:00 
.. · ..... •, · .... 
; Piano Series: Edward Eikner _ 
.· · Air F\trce Band Corps Concert 
. · . :xaner-Marx Invitational D.ebate 
· ·, , · Tourriament 
. · f . ·Halloween 
\ · ...... __ ::. 
·. «,;uts.Frisbee entries clo5e 
Flaa Football· entries close. 
Chemistry . Major Meelin1, Cash 
Room, I :30 • 4:00 
Columbus Day· 
Candle Makin& in U Diversity 
Center Lobby 
Veterans Day, Holiday, all 
divisions 
Senior and Grad Pre-Interview 
· Meetin1s. 1:30 a.m. and 
12:38 p.m •. ·. 
Assertneness Trainin1,' Breen 
Lodge, 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
· Assertiveness Training, Breen 
Lodge, 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
Candle Making in University 
Center Lobby 
. Asserl\veness · Training, Breen 
Lodge, 7~0-9:30 ·p.m. 
Assertiveness Training, Breen 
Lodge, 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
. ·Speaker: King Otto, Kelly 
Auditorium 
Soccer - X.U VS. Walsh, 
·AWAY 
Senior and Grad· Pre-Interview 
meeting, 2:00 p.m. 
Mini Concert, Theatre, ·1:00 
Contemporary' Dance Theatre 
Candle Making in University 
Center Lobby 
Speaker: Barbara Jordan 
Soccer~ X.U. vs. U. of Cincin-
nati, 4:00, HOME 
Senior and Grad Pre-Interview 
meeting, 1:30 p.m. 
Debate Society Meeting, Hinkle 
Hall, 2:00 
D_ebate Society Meeting; Hinkle · 
Hall, 2:00 
Contemporary Dance Theatre 
. Candle Makin& in University 
t.:;enter Lobby · 
Debate Society Meeting, Hinkle 
Hall, 2:00 
Debate Society Meeting, Hinkle 
Hall, 2:00 
Room,l:30 - 3:00 
En11sb students and faculty pic-
'nic, French Park, 
3:30 
@ 
Senior and Grad Pre-Interview 
Meeting; 11 :30 a.m. 
Ofldal Dorm Day 
New Student Party, Schott Dining 
Room, 8-11 p.m. 
Cqntemporary Dance Theatre. 
. Candle Makin& in University 
Center Lobby 
University Senate Meeting; 
Terrace Room, I :30 
Pied Piper Coffeehouse 9 p.m. to I 
a.m. 
Soccer - X.U. vs. Morehead 
State; HOME 2:00 
A.A.S.A. Fashion Show, Univer-
sity Centre Theatr~, 8:00 p.m. 
Soccer - X.U. vs. Bellarmine, 
AW/\Y 
Pied Piper Coffeehouse, 9:00 p.m. 
~·l~a.~. 
; Movie, Theatre, 8:00 p.m. 
. Soccer - X.U. vs. Thomas More, 
2:M,HOME 
Soccer - X.U. vs. Wilmington, 
AWAY. 
Pied Piper Coffeehouse 9:00 p.m . 
to I a.m. 
XaYier·Man Invitational Debate 
Tournament, 
·-
J. 
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
~ ' . 
Cultural highlights.~. 
or fin.ding something 
to do in Cincy this year 
.. 
,, 
We thoughtit would be a good · and 13th at 2 p.m. Student~ireced 
idea to print a reasonable thorough one-acts, the Theatre Workshop, are 
(though not exhaustive) •111Dmary of· planned for iome~e in Decembe~. 
the year's cultural highliahts around Moliere's The uamed Ladia 11 
Cincinnati, but espedally around. scheduled for 8 p.m. March . lat, 
Xavier. You might want to keep the 12th, 18th and 19th, and 2 o'clock 
article as a reminder of upcoming . · matinees March 13th and 19th. Otto 
events. . K vapil will alto direct the big spring· 
Fint, Xavier. · musical, Rogen' and Hart's Bab" in ·. · 
The Contemporary Dance Ann.r, May 13th, 14th, 20th, and 
Theatre .will present three concerts 21st at 8 pm, and May 15th and 21st· 
of· niodem dance throughout the at 2 p.m. Xavier students admitted 
. school year, here in the Uaive..-ty free. 
. Center Theatre. Xavier studenbi will _ In Cincinnati: 
.. , be admitted at reduced prices.· The ·A series of ax plays by Broadway 
earliest-scheduled perfonnances are touring companies. is scheduled for 
set for Wednesday, Thunday; and very brief runs at the Taft Theater 
Friday, the 13th, 14th, and 15th of this year. October 19 and 20 will see · 
October,at8p.m.CDTalsoisbook· ~tephen Sondheim's A Llttk Night 
· ed for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th of Mu.rte. The award-winning Equu.r 
Cartoonist Al Hirschfeld caricatures ihe main cast of"Th,~ Ritz':• the new.fllchard uster film comedy for Womer February, and the 14th, 15th, and will play November 29 - December 
. Brothers, starring Rita Moreno as bathhouse entertainer Googie Gomez . . · · 16th of Aprit 1. ShenandoahissetforFebruary 11 
; Hirschf~ld always co'.'cea.!.r his daugh~er's na"!e (N"';a) among the line drawings. The f!rst 50 rea~ers t'! return. t~~ The Xavier Piano Series will besin and 12. Julie Harris is The Belle of 
: cartoon w11h all the "Nina's correctly circled will receive a.Jree pass (for two) t~ t~e preview screening of The Ritz • on Sunday, October 17, at 8 p.m. with 14mherst, Emily Dickinson, March. 
· , October 5 at 8 ,,.m., courtesy of.Womer Brothers. Just slip an envelope containing youre_ntry, name, address and Edward Eikner, a Fulbright :II and 12. Sherlock Holmes is 
: phone number under the X.U. News office door. FRIENDS. sch.olar, and curre~ttr artist-in- ·~arch 22 and 23; Absurd Person 
- remdence at Georl!la Wesleyan :Singular April 29 - May 1. For 
DON'T UT College. There will be eight recitals f,'cket information, call the Taft 
WINE and o·INE 
.. featuring 
·1TALIAN C·UISINE 
Luncheon and Dinner Served Dallr 
J 1 :00 •• m. '1111 1 :OD a.m. 
Fine.Selection of Wines and Liquors. 
Local; National and lntemational Beers 
' . 
COCKTAIL HOUR. 
4:00 p.m. untll 7:00 p~m. Dally 
Your Favorite• at Reduced Price• 
SPECIAL NIGHTS 
.LADIES NIGHT 
EVERY MONDAY 
MEN'S NIGHT 
: EVERY THURSDAY 
BE SURE TO VISIT OUR 
.. GAMES ROOM 
BACKGAMMON-CHESS 
.. AND BILLIARDS AVAILABLE 
FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT 
.. 
-~~·. 
We ·Specialize in Catering to 
Private -Parties 
'CALL 
.961-6565. 
.. . .. . 
R~'4. 
Victorv ·Parkway & Reading Rd. 
. · FREE PARKING 
bl .FRONT .AND REAR ·. 1 
·.·Just Mtrilites from Xavle .. _. · 
" : ·' •... ; . . 
... , . '. ,. . . . . . 
..;; . 
altogether,allonSundayeveningsat heatre Subscription Service, 381-
FllEIDS 8 o'clock. Admission is free to Xavier 784. students in student seating - which Playhouse in the Park's season is down in front because, as series also consists . of six productions: 
annm DRUll Coordinator Fr. Jack Heim -says, iTellnessee Williams' Cat on a Hot 
llllllWli. ·• "It's for the students." The other ·rm Roof, October 26 -November 
For free information. write to: recitalists are: Enrique Arias, Dean, .,21; Lionel Bart's Oliver/, December 
DRUNK DR~VER. Boll 2345 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 f:hicago Conservatory College, . 17 - January 2; Tur1Cnev'1A Month 
November 14; Douglas in th~ Country, January JI -
Montgomery, from JuUiard, February 6;·Mark Medoff's.When 
·November 28; Daniel Riddle, CCM, Yo11 Comin' Back, Red Rider?,. 0 
RESEARCH 
Thousands of Topics 
Send for your up.to-date, 160-
page, mail order catalog. Enclose 
$1.00 . to . cover poitage and 
handling. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11322 IDAHO AVE., I 206 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(2131 477·8474 
Our research papers are sold for 
research purposes only. 
December 5; Cynthia Fok, the February 15 - March 13; George 
Cleveland Institute, January 9; Ivan Bernard Shay's Heartbreak Hou.re, 
Pavis, international Performing and · March 29 - April 24; and Brendan 
recordinll artist, and faculty member Behan's The Hostage, May 10 -
at the University of Miami in Coral June 5. 
Gables; February 13; Stephen I :1:he Cincinnati Ballet Company ·~gree, who teaches at Indiana Un- f'r1tsa"!tumnpros~m0ctob_er7,,, 
1versity. February 20; and finally, on aad 9 1s perfonnmg ·Stravinsky s 
. March 20, the great and venerable .. ~ireb~rd,''• "G_uernica", ·an~ 
•Eugene List. · B•Jan~hine s "ConC!rto Bar~co . 
The Xavier Players' season in- T~e wmter program mcludes Swan 
eludes three major and several minor U~e" (Act 11); "With TlDlbrel. and 
productions. Shakespeare's Richard Dance, Praise His Name",f~aturing 
Ill directed by Otto K vapil, will be Sliest artist Odetta; and "Pas de Dix" 
peafonned November 5th, 6th, 12th, from Glazounov's "Raymonda". On 
and 13that8pm,andNovember7th Cullul'lll to pt11912 
. EGIN Y 
·sa·LES/MANAGEMENT 
· . . . CAREER -NOW . . . 
we market a multitude ot"gift products, including, nec~laces, medallions, paperwei~hts, b~lt 
buckles, chinaware, ceramics and many other items directly to t~e consumer. We ~re. seek1!1g ~n in-
dividual who desires to work in sales management aftergr11duat1on and can benefit from th is type ~f · 
experience now. The duties include: hiring and training of college and high .sch~ol students in_ 
direct marketing; sales management after training the personnel; sub"'!itt.'ng. 1.deas for new 
products; customer relations; ·holding sales meetings; and many more. This 1nd1v1dual will have 
sales responsibility for their respective area and most-be interested in the hi~~ pote~ti~I in~ome 
offered by commission sales as opposed to the false s~curity of a salaried pos1~1on. This !ndiv1dual 
must be able to motivate others, while taking direction f~om the Home Office and F1~ld Sales 
Management Personnel. Excellent Opportunity to earn.a ~1gh income, gal~ valuable bu.s1ness ex-
perience and launch a long term careerwhileyou are st1ll tnschool. Foran interview, forward your 
name, address, telephone numbe~. college major, w~rk experience and career objectives to: Dire.c"'. 
tor of Marketing; Marketing and Management Serv1cel!l. Inc.; P. 0. Box 56688; Atlanta, Georgia, 
~~. . . 
COUPON 
WITH. THIS COUPON 
Ass·t. 4 In.ch . Housep.lants 
AND. . 89C 
OUR ENTIRE STOCK 
· OF. HOUSEPLIN·l'S 
REG. 1.29 1 
Valid Only at Twin Fair --Norwood Plaza - 3825 ·Montgomery Road· 
. . : · : Offer Expires October 14, 1976 · . . . . . . ~:. 
· · X.vllrNewt 
iu...·~O:-- .._. -~-~-.-. .--·: .. ~···-·. ---: - ..... -.- . , - --,-- ··-·-r· --··- ·-· ·---.---···--·----·---·---· ---···-·------. -~·-----------------~ 
Edward Eikner, artist-in-residence at Wesleyan College, Macon, Georgia,' 
is the first guest artist of the Xavier Piano Series. He will play Mozart, 
Schumann, Chopin and Liszt Sunday, October J 7, at 8 p.fr!. in ~he University 
Center Theatre. Xavier students admitted free with l.D. . 
, 
.. 
·Cincinnati Area 
Cultural ·Calender 
Riverfront Col•um 
Riverfront Colaeum 
Riverfront Col1e11m 
Beverly Hiils 
EMANON 
Contemporary Arts 
·Center · 
Miami Unlvenlty 
Tlleatre 
EMANON 
Miami Whitewater 
Forest/meetat Vlaton 
Mu1e11m 
Zimmer Auditorium/ 
U. of Cindnnatl 
· Mullc Hau 
Riverfront Colseum 
Mulic Hall 
WGUC/90.9 FM 
Northeni Kentucky 
State Unlvenlty 
Nunn Auditorium, 
Northern Kentucky U. 
October 2 G.._teful Dead 
October 9 Blue Oyster Cult 
October 10 Chicago 
October 5 Guy Lombardo 
October 5, Noveau Jazz Q~ntet 
II, 12 
October 5 Jackie Winsor-Sculptor 
October 6, .Play: "Rosencrantz and · 
9,14 Guildensten are Dead" 
OctoMr 6- Ed Moss TriQ 
10, 13:-17 
OetOber 6- Night Hike 
10,. pm. 
Octob~r 6 "Birth ·of a Nation" 
6•pm~ 
October 7 
October 7 
7:3! pm. 
October 8 
Neil Sadan 
Stingers vs. Minnesota, 
Hockey 
cso 
. October i New Releases. 
9~mldnl1ht 
October 8 ·Jerry Jeff Walker 
8 pm. 
October 8 Play: "The Good Doctor" 
9,. p.m • 
Get a free,.paint job plus $20 a month. 
If you own a VW bug (any year). Beetleboards 
of America. Inc. will paint your car and deco-
rate· it with a super graphic design ... all for 
free! And thats not all. You'll also be paid (or 
driving it as you normally do. . . · 
Call Now! Call Beetleboards at: (213) 876-7719 . 
Ask For Lulu/Call Collect 
Thu11d•y, September 30, 11171 
.\~j ~; 
TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
SR-51A CALCULATOR 
NOW .AVAILABLE 
BOOK 
STORE 
UNIVERSITY :CENTER 
OPEN DAILY 
. . 
THE SYMBOL OF 
YOUR LOVE ... 
This will be a very special 
selection. We have many 
diamond solitaires to 
choose from, all · 
exceptional values, 
· and we have· some 
very special people 
to answerall 
your questions 
and help you 
make your decision. 
1h carat diam~nd 
only $199 
1 carat diamond 
only $399 I 
llluatrallon enlarged to show detail · 
~ ·.·~ 
DISCOUNT 
ro ALL 
XAVIER 
STUDENTS 
~. 9f'f'.· .. 
dorrcrd . . c.ener . 
605 Race s·t~~et 
. C.iricilnnatl, o~io 
. tel: 621-0704. 
STUDENT 
CHARGE 
ACCOUNTS 
.INVITED 
( 
©The G1p 1978 
The biggest selection 
anywhere. In the. most 
.. colors and sizes. We've 
got it All in one place. · 
· Ours. Fall into the Gap. 
·~.· 
FLORENCE MALL 
: :•·i·. 
,, 
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X. u. Soccer Teem ... 
"·· ·. 
,:-: ' 
:· .... 
'.·. 
YoUng. te·am:.hopes 
for better season. 
By TERI KRAEMER Jim Clear and George Rohde. 
-orta EdllOr On the brighter: side, last year's top 
Seven .seniors have graduated hitter and second. baseman Tom 
leaving the Xavier Baseball team of Merkle, Shortstop George Miller, 
1976-77 with a "new look." and outfielders ,Jim Janszen and 
Coach Wolff describes them as a Gary Bachman will be returning. 
"young team," then adds, "but I As a sophomore, Tom Merkle 
think they'll be good." batted .353 in the spring and led the 
But, as badly as he will be hurt by team with 47 hits, 11 of them for ex-
graduatiort,. Wolff can be thankful tra bases. 
he. does have. some experienced George Miller hit .319 with 25 
talent returning. That is, everywhere RB rs, second on . tlie team t9 but on the mound. another ·graduate, · slugger Roy 
"fm recruiting pitchers ....:. I have Troxell. · 
Front Row, /. tor.: Nicky Calixte, John Mistler, Brad Rt!nner, Mark Stewart, John Capu,,o, Brian Robertson. Se-
cond Row: Tom Powers, Mike Cox, Tom Stevens, Steve Benjamin, Bill Streitman, Joe Geisting, Jim Vorua/d, 
Mark Chambers. Third Row: Coac!i Bob McKinney, Chuch Langjord, Pat Dahlstrom, Mike Connolly, Dennis 
Totten, Joe Hawk, Asst. Coach Ral h Dunni an. 
to." . Putfielders Iun Janszen and Gary 
"In ~e four patchers who are Bachman alio had a productivespr-gradua~g, ~e have a career total of . ing. Top defensive player "JJ" hit 
182 games.wi~ an E.R.A. of under .268 .With ·9 ,doubla, 3 homeruns, 
3.00. That.~s gomg to b! an awful lo~ and 9 stolen bases. While then-
to replace in.one year. · , freshman Guy Bachman startingin 
Catching 
Up 
Laurie Massa has been appointed 
Women's Volleyball and Basketball 
Coach for the upcoming seasons. 
A native Cincinnatian, Laurie is a 
graduate of Quincy College, Quincy 
Illinois, where she was an outstan-
ding athlete. She received a total of 
eleven . varsity letters; three in 
volleyball and four each in basket-
ball and tennis. 
In her senior year, she was named 
MVP in volleyball and Best Offen-
sive· Player in Basketball. Laurie 
finished as the second highest career 
scorer in Quincy history. 
She was a Dean's List student at 
Quincy where she majored in · 
Physical Education. Laurie will be 
working toward her Master's 
Degree in Education at Xavier this' 
year .. 
Southern 
Terry Kofler will be the new head 
athletic trainer and equipment 
manager at Xavier, succeeding the 
dual position held by Ray Baldwin. 
Kofler, a 1976 Xavier graduate, 
was head student trainer for all 
sports during the past four years. A 
Physical Education and Health ma-
jor, Kofler was a Dean's List stu-
dent, and served as trainer for the 
Western Tennis Championships in 
Cincinnati this past summer. 
In addition to this position in the 
· training program for men's inter-
collegiate sports, Terry will also 
serve as trainer for the women's in-
tercollegiate program. 
Terry is also a certified member of 
the National Athletic Trainers 
Association, and an acti\'e member 
of the National Athletic Equipment 
· Man.agers Association. . 
!hesc noted . ~oundlllllen were: left field, batted .257, With S doubles, Mik~ Deely,. Bill Krumpelbeck, 4 triples arid a homerun. 
KeYln Lyons and Tu.n Murphy. . In looking back over the season as 
With these four top men gone, · 
Wolff returns with only Bill Vitale~ a.Hb•ll to 1H19e·12 
XU's soccer tea.mis 
1-1-1 afte·r 3 -games 
The X.U. Soccer team holds a · .overtimes, the final score was·2-'2. 
record of 1-1-1 after games with The Muskies scored in the first 
Cleveland State's Nationally-ranked . half only,: while Earlham scored 
· Vikings, Northern Kentucky •State. solely in the second half. 
and Earlham Colleges. · .The X.U. goals were made by 
.. The Xavier hooters also played an · 
exhibition game against the Univer-
sity of Dublin, a team froin Ireland, 
last Sunday which they lost 4-3. 
In the penalty . ridden Earlham 
game, extending to two JO-minute 
... 
How to 
sophomore Tom Stevens, and 
freshman Dennis Totten with an 
assist from Nicky Calixte. _ 
The fast paced exhibition game 
with the U. of Dublin will benefit the 
S.A.Y. Youth Soccer program in 
Sou.thwestem Ohio. 
·. ' ·~ ·. - ;-~:: 
graduate from college 
as an Army officer. 
If vou'n• in _\·our first tw() yl'ars "f C()llq . .>;t'. (Jr 1u-.t g1•tting n·ady lo 
t•nt1·r for t lw first 1 irnt'. vm1'n· pr<1h;i\1l\' gi\'ing \'()UI f11t un· ;1 lot of 
thought 
( 'onsidt•r this As an Arllly ()ffi('(·r. vou'll shouldt•r gn·att•r n•sponsi· 
liility far t·;1rlit•r than most collt•g<' graduat1•s. That n•sponsiliilit_v is to 
lt•ad To rnana,12;1· pt•oplt'. rnorwy and m;1tt•rial. 
It·-. 11<1 wondt·r t lrnt many t•mployt•rs. looking f<1r dt•1111mslratt·d 
IPad\'rship. rat1• .. Arrnv offict•r" ;1hovt· most ot ht•r qu;ilificat ions. ( lr why 
can•1·r·rnindPd collPg<' st ud1·11ts so <1ftPn ta kt• Armv H()'J'( '. 
.fl Conifort® 
Arm_v f{(lT<' cotirst•s ar1• a\·;11Lil>l1· on campus at hundn•ds of 
!'o\\pgps ;111d univ1•rsit it's. So, whil1• V<l\I studv for your chost•n dPgrt't'. 
y:iu !'an als<1 prt•pan· lor a cornmission as an officer in th1• act iv!' Army 
or llt•st'l"\'!'S. 
tastes delicious 
right out of the bottle! 
thafs why it 
makes Mixed 
Drinks taste 
so much 
·better! 
You Imo~ it's riot to be food . .. when. it's made with 
SOUthern ·Co•lort•· 
· ~CUTHER~ COM~OAT CORPORATION.100 PROOF LIOUJUA. ST. LOUIS •. MO. 631.32 
. : ··.: I .. , . . . ·. . • .. 
. . ·· . " I . 
,...,, 
For d!'lails <1n 1 \\'<1 and four V<'itr Arm_\' H< )'!'( · programs. Sl'lld t lw 
l'Oll pcm 
ARMY ROTC. 
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD. 
· Army ROTC, Fort Knox, Ky. 40121 
Send me. information about the Army ROTC D · 2-year 0 4-year program. 
I understand there is no obligation. · 
0 Mr. D Ms·-----------------'----
Address=------------------------
Cit~, State, Zip:----'-~----------------
Phone:.,-. ______ Year of high school gr~duation: -----,.----
College attending/planning to attend:--------------
Privacy Act Stut~mcnl: . · , 
Under the authority of title 10 USC 2101-2111, your address is needed to provide you rriateriuls.on 
the Army ROTC Program. Completion of this.form is voluntary. Nol completing this form will 
prevent us from mailing you materials. Information obtained will be used for R_01'C enrollment 
·purposes. ·. TVG 2-76 
. .... , ...... 
McDonaldS® W•lcom•s You Back 
to th• Land of L•arnin9 1 
. YOU BUY THE CHILI, . 
· WE'LL BUY THE DRINK I 
Buy a bowl of our chili, and we will_ give you a· 
· regular 12 oz. soft drink FREE I Offer good only · · 
with this coupon and only at McDonaldi at 27 
Calhoun Street, 4871 Readi·ng Road,and 1126 · 
East McMillan Street. Offer expires October 
31, 1976. Umit one per customer. 
THREE CONVENIENT . 
LOCATIONS NEARBY 
4871 READING ROAD .· 
27 CALHOUN ST. . 
,, '' ·' ' , ' 
·. AtMcDonalds. 
we do it all: · 
forlf>u · 
(A) 
... ~ ; 
~irlon 
ROBERT J. STEGMOYER 
ANITA BUCK 
SHANNON M. FLYNN 
LISA MAECHLING 
THOMAS FLYNN 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY CINCINNATI, OHIO 
THURSDAY. SEPT..14, 1976 
Marketing project: a· professional evaluation of Xavier 
. The Ed1'tor1'al board of the Xavier New~ is endo.rsing the current professional .i~anner. We are glad that ?Cavi~r is taking the initiative 
N hi h St lley Inc to assess its strengths and weaknesses m this. manner. . . marketing project being conducted by the ort ic ; 1 ° h • thi~ and Message Factors, Inc. resea~ch fi~s .. W~ 1ee t at . 
professional evaluation effort of Xavier Umve.rs1tr is ne~ssa~i ~h11s ob 'ective study with its sub~equent commumc~t1ons P n .w1 e P 
x1vier to maintain its quality by .presenting itself effectively and 
positively. 
Should a private institution like Xavier invest in a inarketingori~n­
tated image evaluation? We feel that Xavi~r ~ust. co~e to te~s w~th 
the situation that it is not a self-perp~tuatmg mst1tut1~!1· Xavier, hke 
other institutions can rely to a certam extent on trad1t1onal.channels 
of communication to familiarize prospective students with Xavier. 
However, many larger "flashier" universities h~v~ more ~ast 
networks, a larger alumni body to draw upon~ This 1s a practical 
problem Xavier will always face. 
The struggl~ to keep enrollmei:it on a heatthr basi~ will become still 
more difficult given the outside mflue~ces of mflat10~ and the mu.ch 
publicized "population drop-of~'·. This problem will. affect a~l m-
stitutions of higher learning, but 1t 1s crucial to the survival of private 
colleges and universities. 
Xavier is not' faced. solely with a problem of num~ers. ~s Ja~es 
Sassen, vice-presidertt for development, com~ented .man mt~rv1ew 
with a News editor, Xavier's aim is. to keep ~ts quality upo W~thout 
adequate-attractive-communications Xavier cannot do this. To 
maintain the standards of the institution it is necessary to look ahead, 
to a concentrated effort to attract the strongest students possible. T~e 
·university administrators believe there is a popu!ation 'i!lterest~~ m 
the type of university Xavier is. The M.~. stu.dy will provide a critical 
profile of exactly who that population 1s; and the follow. up 
recommendations will determine how to best reach that population. 
• 
Aside from presenting a marketing study, to be accepted or re-
jected, the Northlich, Stolley, Inc. and Message Factors, Inc. study 
will generate· even more dialogue among faculty, stu~ent.s, ad-
ministrators and .alumni. This study is a concrete examination of 
Xavier as it is perceived."This is an approach at variance with the re-
cent "Comprehensive Profile of Xavier" h.Y the psych~logy dep~rt­
ment of 1970, or the Student Life comm1tte~ evaluation of sprmg 
1975, which also generated dialogue.Because they were stu~ieso.ft~e 
school from within, their actual long~range value to the umvers1ty 1s 
·ambiguous. 
How best to address these very real prob}~ms is ~ot ~ matter for 
Xavier to struggle with internallY,, .on a bas1.s of subJ~ct1v~ assu~~- The News encourages student, faculty,andadministativecoopera-
tions by faculty and administrators ~nvolved m t~e u~iversity .. Th!s is . lion in this new effort. 
an objective problem, most effectively dealt with m an objective, SMF 
University conference should strive to implement ideals 
Brief Summary of Project: At the two-day Academic Planning 
Co-nference, the sixty participants consisting of forty faculty 
members, ten administrators, and ten students will.reexamine Xavier 
University's shared academic·objectives and distinctive attachments, 
assess our unique mix of courses and teaching resources, and deter-
mine as well as we can which direction we should move in the next few 
years.· 
-Exce;pt from Dr. Roger Fortin's co'nference 
fun_d request from .the Danforth Foundation. 
The goals of the conferen~, as in~icated hr Dr. ~ortin.' ·were 
elucidated in a series of questions serving as topics of discussion for 
the small groups participating.in the conference .. 
. Discussed at length with the hopes of reaching some·consensus 
were questions su~h as: What is our image of Xavier ten years from 
now? Where do' we want to be? What is our distinctive purpose? Is 
the Core Curriculum broad and flexible enough? Does it do the job? 
Meet our expectations and the needs of our students? Are our 
courses and the teaching of them defensible? Assuming that our pre:-
sent graduate programs will continue to serve valid social needs, what 
further developments should be planned in graduate education at 
Xavier? What is our attitude toward the intellectual climate at 
Xavier? Are our present academic structures adequate and do they 
pennit enough tJexib1lity and etliciency'! 
This conference can be interpreted as a much needed evaluation of 
·Xavier, and what it has to offc;:r, important not in an ideal sense, but in 
a pragmatic framework designed to implement these ideals. 
True, Xavier as a Jesuit, academic institution needs ideals to set as 
ultimate standards of purpose. However, careful consideration.must 
be given to the following points: 
I) A statement of "faculty purpose" suggesting general guidelines, 
and providing the faculty with a loose famework of student needs and 
goals beyond simple, everyday course requirements, and yet more 
specific than the current Profile of a Jesuit University Graduate. 
2) The formation of an institution of such qµality that by its very 
nature it draws exceptional new faculty, guest sp~akers, ad-
ministrators, and staff. 
3) The necessity to decrease our attrition rate by giving the 
., 
current students, especially freshmen, strong and sufficient reasons to 
remain at Xavier. ' 
. : 
4) The competitive University, College, technical school marliet, 
and the tendency of the prospective college student to evaluate these · 
institutuions critically in order to ascertain the best for her/ him. 
In light of the preceding points concerning Xavier (its faculty, 
quality, attrition rate, the competitive.market, and its subjection to 
the closer scruti~y by prospective students), the riecessity·:of con-··· 
ferences such as the one held this month; and future ones, becomes all 
too evident. · · .... ~ · 
If Xavier is to maintain a forceful posit.on in the academic world, 
input and discussion by the Xavier community, inc.luding faculty, 
. students, and administrators, is an absolute necessity, as long as the 
· results of this input are applied pragmatically, and not viewed merely 
.·as ideals.· 
Regardless of the specific results of the conference, it· should be 
noted that an important faclol." in their potential for success is the in-
clusion of both students and faculty. 
Rev. Francis C. Brennan, S.J., one of. the program organizers, 
noted, "I think I had been aware after coming here toXavierthat'they. 
had conferences somewhat like this, but they were mostly ad-
ministrative in nature. What we had hoped to do was integrate a 
cross-section of the university' the largest element bein~ the faculty." 
· Jn other words, a cross-sectional representation offering new, fresh 
· viewpoints, and different, perhaps innovative ideas. 
Even though alumni and Board of Trustee members were not in-
cluded in the first conference, the potential input of these groups 
should be given more consideration in the planning of future con-
ferences. 
However, the university conferences would be· ultimately a waste of. 
money, time and manpower if the general conclusions drawn were 
not accepted by the University community as a whole. The ultimate 
success of the conferences is dependent on th.e utilization of the ideas 
drawn out of them. · 
Therefore, the News urges the Xavier community to view any con-
sensus arrived at through "the conferences with an open mind'. 
RJS 
- Mr. President~-_:_ • .:.......;_ _____ " ---.-_,,.,...t..,.,.__;_ID_, _ ...:__~---M---.----,---,,-----.:_-=----r--"l'U-"-..... -l'll-.-1,"~"-,.•_uu_OF_ft_ll·---1 
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X•vier New1 
FRESHMAN'S SURVlVAL 
H~NDBOOK 
by TOM FLYNN · 
Mloclele ldltor 
If JOU p• anJtllln1 llanl mou&b, It will tall 
OYtr . 
-Thul/d's Fir1t Low 
. , Greetinp. and condoJCncn, clua of 'SOI 
Why condolcnce1? Fint,. of courle, because 
·you've com~ to Xa'Vicr and must quickly learn 
your way around ita many inltitution1. Se-
cond, became you!be walked unack into tllil 
partlcullu m1titution: this column. where for 
three yean now I have expolcd cor:ruption at 
Xavier, and allO told sick joke1. Any difficutl· 
ty you may have distinl\lishing the two cannot 
be blamed entirely o~ my writing style, by the 
way ... but you'll disc;over that soon enough. 
To make the ·discover)' · a little less 
traumatic, here's soi;ne survival info from one 
Muskie. who, if not'1ing else, has 'learned to 
survive... I . 
l. The elevators iii the University Center; 
the Library, .and the Kuhlman and Husman 
donna are public arid free. While the eleV.iors 
in Alter ~nd Brockman Halls. are restricted, 
there is ~f>' such thing as an elevator pass there 
either .. J' Also, there are no escalators; 
AnYM!,here. (NobOCly's tried to sell a freshman 
an ~calator pass in years, but you never 
2. REMEMBER THIS NUMBER: 745·320i. 
· That's the Information Deskin the University 
Center. In the daytinie that number puts you 
on the line with a 'member of the Student 
Develppment Staff, including Housing Direc-
tor Dave Tom and Vice President for Student 
Development Rod Shearer. 
At night,· 320l's the number· to call for 
security - and at any time, it puts you in 
touch with a student or secretary who can 
answer your campus questions an.d give you 
people's dorm rooms and phone numbers. (A 
directory listing such things is published an-
nually, but it generally comes out about two 
days after you've finished memorizing all the 
numbers you need to know. Till then, use 
3201, you're paying for it.) 
3~Dorm frosh, t>e nice to your Senior 
Residents and Grafluate Assistants. They're 
part of an experim~tal dorm life set-up that's 
never been tried bcifor this year, so chances 
are they don't know what's coming off either. 
The man who does know is Rick Hulcfeld, the 
bis auy·who goes around smiling and 1haking 
· , hands all the time. (See, that wasn't Jimmy 
Carter.) . 
However: if you ever suspect that your 
S.R.'1 are tryin1 to preuure you into going in 
more "'frolh-only" activities than you really 
want to, forget everything I uid aboutbeing 
nice to them. Tell them where to put it, and tell 
them I said it was all right. Lut yeU'• 
"'f~an proaram," the project from which 
the new dorm system evolved, spent moat of 
last October cloistering freshmen off by 
themselves. Some of them felt uncomfortable 
breaking into regular, "big-time" campus ac-
. tivities as a result. So, if 10me club or activity 
you hear about catches your fancy-look into 
1tl Most of them want new people in bunches. 
4. If you're li.ke. most people - that is, if 
your ~other can cook-your first mealin the 
Cafeteria or Grill may be a real eye-opener. . 
But yes, Virginia, it will support human . 
life ... and after a while you 1:11ay even learn to 
like it. If you ever have any real problems with 
Xavier food, look up Vic Ranieri, who's in 
charge of such things. Vic, as you will dis".' 
cover, is on your side. Also, he's d°'ng the best 
he can under a tight budget which keeps his . 
true culinary wizardry from showing1hrough; 
he's a wonderful human being, a rover of life 
and the fine arts; and he's payin1 me hand-
10mely to say these things about him. (He also 
has a great sense of humor. I hope.) 
5. Keep an eye on Tony Breunemann~ You'll 
know Tony, he~s the jolly red-headed fellow 
who runs the Sports Center. He also runs 
your life, to a degree greater than you might 
expect: for lo, he is Director of Student Ac-
tivities. He and student Social Chairman Tom 
Barry are the men to blame for the festivals, 
dances, \llfanton bacchanalias, and other 
attempts tiO divert your efforts to ·educate 
yourself, which you will encounter as the year 
wears on.: 
6. Speaking of education,_ be prepared to go 
beyond the Xavier campus in search of fine 
ibrar)' faalities. Except in a few fields, our '-_knof .. ) . . . . . . · . ·. 
-Sports·Center opens 
Chlorine Pump 
Chlorine Computer 
By. RAYMOND LEBOWSKI which includes the gymnasium, additional of-
. . ..... 11111 Wllltr fice and classroom space, and a trophy room, . 
The newest addition to the Xavier Universi- · will cost about $700,00. ltis scheduled to open . 
. ty campus ·was officially dedicated on around the beginning of February; 
September 29. Phase Iof the .Paul L. O'Con· Mr. Breuneman emphasized the impor-
nor, S.J. Sports Center, to be known as the tanceofstudentaccessandsafetymeasuresin 
Ralph and Patricia Corbett Physical Educa- a News interview. He aild Fr. Victor B. 
tion Buding, is now open to students, staff, Nieporte, S.J., Vice President for Administra-
d faculty; alumni, and special groups. . tion, worked closely with the archit~ts in the 
The building, located between Schmidt effort to maximize safety features. 
Fieldhouse and Victory Parkway, houses a Five li~e~nfs will be on duty at all open 
pool, handball courts, a body management hours, .with increased numbers during peak 
room, locker rooms, and a large multi- use penods. Mr. Breuneman emphasized the 
purpose room. Auxiliary areas include a importance of student participation in the 
mechanical equipment room to hou8e heat, safety aspect. "Ttµs can be quite· literally a 
light, and other power equipment, a laundry, . maJier: of life and death; it's pretty easy to have 
and offices for complex director Anthony J. acadent around ·a pool.. Anyone caught 
Brueneman and his staff. puishing others into the pool or dunking others 
· The pool is the highlight of the bwlding, will lose their pool privileges for the year,." . 
· · 25 · One outstanding feature of the pool is the with sax lanes meters long, four tanes 25 number of hours it is available for student 
yards long, and a diving tank II feet deep with use. Mr. Brueneman and his staff surveyed 
a one-meter board. (Most of the pool varies in 
depth from four to six feet.) The pool holds thirteenothercollegesand:UniversitiesinOhio, 
212,000 gallons of water, and is serviced by and found an average of21 hours per week for 
three fast sand and gravel filters which com- undergraduate student use. . 
pletely . recirculate the pool every 6.S hours. In contrast, the Xavier pool will bC open 82 
The pool occunics 10,000 square fieet,· o' ne hours per week. Hours are; Sunday; Monday;· 
r· Tuesday, and Thursday, Noon to 11:00 PM; 
third of the building, and is two stories high. Wednesday .and Friday, Noon to l :00 AM;·.· 
The four handball courts, three of which are . !Ind Saturday, 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM. The only 
also usable for racquetball, will be available. restriction on these. hours is on weekdays; 
for use in November, according · to . Mr. when the first hour is resel'Ved for facutly and 
· Brueneman. ' · staff. . ·. 
All first floor areas, including locker rooms, . The fee schedule for the Sports Center ahs 
- have been designed for wheelchair access for · already been established. Full-time . un-
the physically h~ndicapped .. Arrangements dergraduate students,' faculty, and staff pay 
.h.ave been ma~e with several local groups ~er- no memb~rship fee. Part-~e undergraduates 
vmg the. handicapped to use the center dunng ·and graduate students can pay a · $20 · per· 
times it is not.in student use. Construction of -semester fee which includes all intramurai ac-
. the Sports Center beganin May, 1975. Phase I tivities. Faculty and staff family memberships 
is named after the chief contributors, Mr. and cost $50 per year. Alumni memberships are 
Mrs. J. Ralph Corbett, who donated4$750,- $40 per six months for individuals and $(1() for 
. 000. . . . families. All persons will be required to pay a 
Phase I, originally budgeted at $1.3 million, towel and locker fee of five· dollars per 
will cost approximately S 1.4 million. Phase 11, · semester 9r 25¢ per visit. · · · 
lleH PMID .;, llllCK BIAGLI 
.. 
Library, is a minor offense against literacy. 
Hi.tchhike to the Public Library downtown or 
the University of Cincinnati Library in Clifton 
if you mqst. Cards at both are free. By the 
way, X.U.'s library could be improved at 
any time, simply by doubling its budget .....: 
which would almost pennit it a realistic level 
of speridirig; But for the last few years, X.U .'s 
number-one budget priority has been the 
O'Connor Sports Center, which houses the 
Corbett Pool...which tells you where your 
Alma Mater stands on th~ question of Think. 
or Swim.. · 
. 7. The less said about Student Government, 
the .better. It exists; but the details are so 
ridiculous it would. take a whole column to ex-
plain them. Suffice it to say that the elected . 
President and fourteen Senators nominate 
and approve the eight appointed up-
perclassmen who really run everyihing. It's 
getting so ridiculous that Student Govern~ 
ment Vice-President Matt Habash has begun 
a policy . of simply refuliftg to honor 
resignations by Student Senators - probably 
on the theory that if he makes it too hard to 
resip, they limply won't both•r ... a situation 
which, though · obviously bad for 
aovemment of Xavier, at least saves Matt 
. 'the embanusment of his whole Senate 
migning out froni ~der him. 
I. If you own or bo~w 1 car, remanber 
that ~ere's · no · parkin1 on Ledpwood 
Avenue from 4 to 6 pm. Last year, this ruling 
was enforced like clockwork on 
Wednesdays ... and only on Wedneldays. This 
year, the city police appear to be taking the 
"No Parking" signs seriously. . . 
9. Last piece of advice, fro~h: wheii you 
really need to know you can find just the right, 
sparkling mixture of news a:nd co111mentar)' 
right here in the pages of the Xavier N iws, the 
little newspaper that could, wholse heroic 
Editor, Bob Stegmoyer (the finest human be-
ing it will ever be my humble pleasure to meet) 
brinp readers to new, dizzying heights of sen-
~tivity .and informedness with each halycon 
issue. 
Okay, Bob, I wrote· it. Now will you un-
chain me from this typewriter so I can go to the 
bathroom? . : 
#30# 
.Lockers 
Pied Piper introduces year's entertainment 
· By RITA HOPKINSON under Jethro Bunts of ("Homer tainment such .as comedy and pan- Other groups that· the Piper is movies, cartoons, and student films, 
N-111nwr111r and ... Jethro")playingthemandolin. tomime acts. Skits by Bill Weber planning to present during the year including some of Tom Flynn's 
With the senior class, the Pied ThenexteventforthisSaturday, and Company are also tentatively include Lorry Wolfaoh, Charlie creationsandpossiblyacartoonver-
Piper is co-sponsoring itsfirstactivi~ from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. planned for the first coffeehouse. and Clem Walter Craft, "Bringing sion of Tolkein's novel, "The Hob-
ty of the year, a squaredance, The next event organized by the As always, admission is free but In The Geor~ia Mail," Denny Buck, bit," are basically what will, be 
tomorrow, October 1 on the basket- Piper is a coffeehouse planned for donations are welcome. Free and Joe Salman's "Fred, Joe, and shown. . . 
· ball court near Brockman Hall. The this Satunta'y, from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. co.okies, coffee, tea, and cider are Pete," Cincinnati's version of the In the area of religious activities, 
dance will have lived m~sic provided The performers scheduled include, provided and students are alllowed Kingston Trio. Swamp, the singing · the Piper will hold liturgy services. 
·by a group fro°!, Chica·~· "The "The Evanston Express," Bob to bring their own beei'orwine. The group from the SO's, is also expected every Wednesday ~t 10 o~clock ~.m. 
Evanston E~press. In.addataon,J.oe Pelligrini, and a fo.lk/blues group second coffeehouse is planned for to make an appearance. . They are-al~ tryang t~ organize a 
Sandman wall be playing bass wath called "Lark." November 13th. One of the per- The Piper is also startang other "group that wall hold a Bable study or 
"!he Evanston .Express" fr$?.~ri~ay Unlike the fonnat of previous formers that night will be Jim Pin- pro~s ~or this year. M~re Christian disc~ssion sesiion for 
!'aght only. Thas groups specializes years only three instead of four per- c:Owski, a folk singer who has recent• emphasis wall be placed· on showang . those stu~ents ~terested. . 
an.blue and .grass •.nd cou~~ry a!'d formances will be heant. at each Jy recorded his own album. Jim is films for the students. The~ films .The Pa~r wall a~o be anvolved 
western musac, an~ ats musacaans an• . coffeehouse. This cutback will also a member of a religious com- will ei~er be shown dunng t~e wath Xavier's recyc)ing program. 
elude Paul ol) banjo, C.F. Guyer on provide more time for socializing munity "The House of The breaks at the coffeehouses or else an Pied Pip tO 12 guitar,andDavd(whos~udiedmusic and presenting other types of.enter- Carpent~r." the separate film festivals. Silent er P•1e 
.Manresa stresses. theme of ·"Self" 
· By CATHY LYNCH 
N9w1llllflWrtllr 
Roccina Stellatano direeted the 
14th Manresa program at Xavier. 
The program is designed· to 
familiarize freshmen with Xavier, 
other freshmen upperclassmen; 
faculty, and adininistrators. It is a 
four day experience where freshmen 
and staff members have the time and 
place to coine to grips with 
themselves, others and find where 
God fits into all of this. 
The core· staff members Joe 
Broderick,· Carol Eper, Mike 
Vilaboy, Cathy Auberger, Peter 
Henkel, Cindy Briede, ·and Joe· 
Weienberizer selected themes of 
Self, Self and Others, Self and Com-
munity, and Self and Manresa, that 
were discussed by guest speakers 
. .· 
."-tito .. · 
"Tracey Robson of Campus 
Ministry, and Xavier faculty 
members Fr; Carter, Dr. Riordan, 
and Paul Knitter. ·Mr~ Bill 
McGrane, professional lecturer, Fr. 
Wolbert, Associate Pastor of St. 
Vivian's Parish, Dr. Anderson, 
director of Volunteer Services, and 
f'r. Al Bischoff, co-pastor of St. 
Margaret Mary's Parish spoke on 
self esteem, God in relation to 
others, volunteer work, and the 
possibilities of being human. . 
A square dance, the· movie 
Scarecrow with a discussion by 
faculty member John Getz and 
Anita Buck, touch football, simula-
tion games, a Mass with Fr. Terry 
Charleton,· and other activites 
brought the abstract themes to a 
closer reality. Student speakers 
Mike Vilaboy,. Carol Egner, Pam 
Rolandelli, Paul Peterhans; and Joe 
· Broderick. gave the freshmen a per-
sonal and realistic look at x·avier by 
sharing their individual experiences, 
expectations, attitudes and different · 
life styles. 
The freshmen, faculty, and staff 
shared four sleepless days of instant 
coffee, Wylers, cookouts, 
doughnuts, hotdogs, and beer. It's 
impossible and unfair to compare 
Manresa programs but the 
enthusiasm, ideas, and planning by 
Roccina and the core group will be 
· hard to match. The Manresa 
program is only as good or great as 
· the people who participate. If this 
year's freshmen become part of 
Manresa 77, the 1 Sth Manresa 
program will be outrageously good 
. . ~,.,';", 
Ne.w dean of the College of Arts & Sciences views theadmini;t~~tors role ... 
o·ean. Ang ii/el~: 
person·al profile 
,• 
.. 
C~ t.91 ... ~ 
,..· 
t~ . J 
\ ' 
t .. / 
By LISA MAECHLING -
AaoclaleEdltor 
. mittee," that is, meetings arranged 
by Fr. Brennan, academi.c vice presi-
Xavier's new dean of the college of dent, iri which candidate Angillela 
arts and sciences, Rev. Joseph T. had the opportunity to talk with a 
Angillela, S.J. is a gourmet cook; a majority of faculty and. ad-
Hindu enthusiast and an avid reader . ministrators at Xavier. "I felt if I was 
of science fiction. chosen, people really had been given 
Angillela assume_d his new duties an opportunity to be pro and con, to 
as dean August 20. Entering the examine the things they liked about 
Jesuits in 1952, he has since held ad- me and to see my efficiencies." 
ministra tive, educative and ministry Angillela calls his field of study 
positions at various Jesuit colleges. "organizations." . He received his 
He has lived and worked in Europe doctorate from Syracuse University 
traveled extensively in the third in social science, religion and public 
world. administration. He hopes his in-
Angillela, while traveling in India, terest in the study of changing 
was impressed by the "significant organizations will prove useful at 
progress in social justice."He felt the Xavier. While interviewing him, the 
Jesuit community in India search committee was very in-
remarkable with their optimism, "in terested, he said, in his ideas about 
the face of real social and economic "the what and how of change." He 
agonies.'~ continued, "For schools that want 
, Angillela, most recently a change,itisveryimportantthatttiey 
sociology professor·and assistant to' . ~ave sc>meone who is a professional 
the President at Canisius College in · in this· field and ~n ask the right 
New York, felt the selection process questions.'' 
for a new dean was well handled at How does Angillela view the ad-
Xavier. He was impressed by "that . ministrator's role? "Making things 
somethin be ond the Search Com- . possible for. other people." 
... ''as m~king thi!fgspossiblef_or' oth~r pe~ple.'' . ' 
··x11lerNIW1. 
Austrian program offers cultural exchange 
By BOB WILKING . 
N-lll"Wrlllr 
. Nineteen students from Xavier 
have just completed a two month 
summer study program in Austria 
known. as the Xavier University 
Summer Program in Austria. It is a 
study coilC:ept where students from 
around the world meet and take 
courses dealing with international 
relations, German, and liberal arts. 
The studies last for six weeks, con-
sisting or 120-180 hours of classwork 
earning you 12-14 credit hours. The 
location is the St. Wolfgang campus 
of the University of Vienna Summer 
School, Strobl Austria, 'along the 
Lake St. W.olfgang. 
The purpose of the program is to 
fulfill some of the requirements 
needed for college, and at the same 
time, come in contact with students 
from different parts of th:e world. 
. Courses available are separated into 
two divisions. The first division is $1500. This covers registration He said thatthe greatest benefitin program was small, and that you 
that of international relations. This (here), tuition, room and board, rou- the program is not just the material really got to meet everybody from all 
course in political science covers nd trip travel, local sight-seeing · learned in class, but the degree of the different countries." He said that 
such areas as international govern- · tours, and tickets to attend perfor~ ·"cultural interchange" between therewasafriendlyatmosph~re,and 
ment, law, and economics. The se- mances of the Salzburg festival. students of different nationalities most of the foreign students spoke 
cond division. covers German Students participating live in nearby and backgrounds. He ilaid that English. He didn't consider the 
language and culture. This program villas. Those who .take part in the enrollment in the program has in- classes any harder than some classes 
offers courses in beginning, in- program just come close to about a creased each year, and that many at Xavier. Both students highly 
tennediate, and advanced German, 2.S average or above, and must have students stay in Europe after it ends recommend the program to anyone 
. with additional courses in Austrian at least two references. The program and tour the rest of Europe at their interested in these fields of 11tudy. 
art, history and ~usic. Knowledge is self-supporting, with no aid from own expense. 
of the German language is not· either Xavier or the government. Student reaction to the program If you have an inter~st in inter-
needed for any of the courses, since The courses are not only available has been very favorable. Marv Sul- national relations; German. or 
the courses in international relations to students of the U.S., but also to livan, a political science major, con- Austrian culture, and would really 
are spoken in English, and.ypu start students from such countries· as sidered the professors tops in _their like to enhance your knowledge 
from the beginning in the-language .Canada, W. Europe, India, Japan, field, and said, "if you're interested through a personal approach with 
courses. Nineteen participated in the Saud ia Arabia, Tanzania, in international politics, it's a good other people and their cultures, con-
program this past summer, and a Yugolslavia, and Cuba. . way to learn, because you're exposed tact Dr. Beigel at 104-A Alter Hall, 
limit of twenty-five will be placed on Dr. Albert Beige!, Professor fo to so many different peoples from so or through his office phone, 745-
the number for next summer. High Modern Languages, is the many different countries." She also 3665 orathome,221-0846. Students 
school seniors as well. as college moderator of the program at Xavier. said that she had fun in the evenings should register as soon as possible, 
freshmen will be able to participate He said that from its beginning, he learning the Austrian folk dances for for it can be filled up, sometimes as 
in the program for next summer. has heard nothing but praise from the first time. Jim Vonholle said, early as April. Official deadline is 
The total cost of the program is former student who participated. "the best thin about it was that the May IS • 
Internships for li·beral. arts 
·students· may be available 
~M!i!!!i!EN~'~S ~BA~S~K~E~TB...._A--L-L ---
TRY~OUTS: 
Monday, October 18 and 
Tuesday, October 19 
By JOYCE SCHREIBER 
New• sian Writer 
During the past few years, the 
question of the applicability of .a 
liberal arts education to our in-
creasingly - business-minded· job 
market has often been raised. Fre-
quently students feel they must 
sacrifice the intellectual variety 
offered ~,~ liberal arts in favor of a 
degree program leading to a definite 
empl~yment situat.ion. 
by their respective department 
chairmen, and would remain under 
their guidance, or that of other 
faculty advisors, throughout the in-
ternship.· 
According to Freund, the value of 
the program is twofold. Students 
would of course gain firsthand ex-
perience of the positive appliqition 
'of Xavier's degree programs in 
today's society. Secon·d, the 
usefulness of a liberal arts education 
would be reinforced, both to 
students and to the business world. 
4:30 - 5:30 
Schmidt Fieldhouse. 
Bring your own Equipment and 
be Ready to Play at 4:30 
Madalyn Freund, director of the 
~ffice of Career Planning and Place-
rnent, has conceptualized a program · 
if internships for both liberal arts 
\ ... -~~d business students, with an ul-
. ~imate goal of ·enlightening both 
students and employers of the value 
of Xavier's liberal .arts education. 
I 
Because this program is still in the 
planning stages, there are as yet no 
specific examples of a typical in-
ternship situation. Freund is 
currently in the process of designing 
the structure of the university-wide 
program and of making contacts 
with various prospective employers. 
Recently, much attention is given 
to degree . programs leading to 
specific skills and restricted fields of 
study, rather than to the liberal arts 
education. A program such as the 
one ·proposed by Freund would 
emphasize to the prospective 
employer the value of knowledge in · 
areas such as ·cominunications, 
social sciences; and humanities. 
As Freund explains, many com-
panies are unaware of the potential 
of Xavier graduates, and thus may 
be hesitant to hire them. Her 
proposed program would place 
juniors and seniors from all fields of 
study in actual employment 
situations for ten to fifteen hours per 
week. · 
Depending on offers of remunera-
tion by the empfoyers and ·the 
academic demands of each depart-
ment, the student might be required 
to decrease the semester course load, 
picking up additional courses during 
the summer sessions. If, ·however, 
the. student is paid for inter~ship 
time, the necessity to hold a part-
time job may be eliminated, aliow"':' 
ing the student to retain a full-time 
class schedule. 
In a program such as this, par-
ticipating students would be selected 
··---- ·-. ------
HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 MontgOm!lrY Road. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 · 
. . 531 5500 . 
10% OFF· 
on all service and parts. to r u .. itudenll iind. , ...... , 
tdentlflcation c~rds~. _· · 
_TllurlClar, lep~ a, 1'71 
Brown up to their ability, and is hopeful for 
. the same with the on-coming Fall 
~sori. · ': . 
eluding B~ennan, · · Dean . Joseph 
· Angilella, S.J., Rev. Leo Klein, S.-
J.,Drs.·. Roger .Fortin, Vytautus J. 
difficulty.· with the -ideas ·that came 
ou_t of the conf~_rences." 
tastique, · Mozart's Haffner 
Symphony and Weber's Overture to 
"Oberon'', February 4-5; Earl Wild, . 
Chopin's Piano ·Concerto. No. 2, 
March 4-5; ltzhak Perlman, Qerg's 
Violin Concerto, March 25-26; con-
ductor Eduardo Mata, mezzo-
soprano Claudine Carlson, and 
baritone Hakan .Hagegard in 
Jahler's "Des Knaben 
Wl&Qder~om", April 15•16; Jorge 
Bolet, Hummel's Piano Concerto, 
f rc;>m page 1. 
dependence and security.The U.S. 
: must begin to integrate its society; we 
, as citizens, must respect our 
· resources." Governor Brown stated, 
· "Our · strenmh and vitality comes 
.1 from our resources and a willingness 
: to work hard. We need a balance of 
· enviroiUnent.and econoniyit's notan 
· .. :: Cll•Y question." He suggested, "We· 
need leadenhip to help us make the 
·. best pouible choices with wisdom to 
' rebuild our country." 
• .... ._·Baseball 
, ·:_ fro~ page_&· · 
· · i ·a: wh~le~ Wolff is "not really diiap-
. pointCd. I. had hoped· for a be~te! 
year _:. and we were close to at. 
. (Losing · a . total of 9 one-~un 
. balip"1es to Bellarmine! ~owling 
Green, Notre Dame, Lowsvalle and 
· twi~ to Miami.)"Wewereveryclose 
. to an outstanding year." 
. l · Wolff f~ls that everyone 1>_layed 
IC.Kt 
- -.. SELL 
DUR 
c \JcS 
The Back Page is a free classified section 
vailab_!e to students, faculty, and staff of 
avier University. Ads should not exceed 
wenty words and must be submitted in 
riling 'to the 111-• office c/o The Back 
age np later than the Sunday preceding 
ublication. Sorry, no ad will be repeated · 
nless r su milted. 
Bacthus has. drowned more men than Neptune (New 
Jersey?) 
XU is a•matter or life and death, but my question-is: 
which is wliich? 
Hav~ you ever wondered wtiat aU that Latin on your 
diploma.really means? 
:This week'• Procrastination Workshop has been post· 
poned until aome other time . 
. Wanled: Male bodies lo occupy space on stage. No 
talent needed. Will meet Tuesday night at S:OO PM by 
the Sports Complex. 
God help us all when the real world catches up to us 
afler graduation. 
Down with Up with. 
STEREO for sale. Compact, prefers vuita&e rock and 
classical. but will tolerate your aarish tastes. Call 745-
3663, if they ever tum the phones on. 
If life is nux. is death solder'/ 
.IP<; & TEM: Two Muilow freaks? Oh, dca_r Lord! 
There's life and there's death. The rest is filler. 
JANE: Three years of accountingand you still can't tell 
the big green numbers from the little rubber feet? M PD 
·xu is. but WHY? KADQ 7168 . 
. Class of '80: If you think it's bad now, just wail. 
Is· KJ W somebody's idea of humor? 
People come, and people go, and times may change, 
but the Caf remains the same. Unfortunately. 
My classes are so boring I'd cry if I weren't asleep. 
Is Unrnus transmiuing your 8th house? Was Leo rising 
at the time of your birth'! Discover these and various 
other provocative facts through your personalized 
ASTRO-ANALYSIS, reasonably priced. Call Debbie 
at 385-9!08. · · 
Beep! Heep! Who 'got spumoni on the Baptistry doors? 
End beep. 
JULIE AND MATT: Good Luck. 
PENEl.OPE: You're a fool to be so faithful. Circe.· 
WANTED: Editorial &hoot 'writer. No writin&. ex-
. perience ·necessary .. Total anonymity. App.ly at l'i~s 
Office. 
. CONT RA.RY to ·popular belie fl was not wasted at the 
Nt.,.., pany. Bruno. 
RICK: Enoush of your hishmindedneu .... Anita· 
HELEN: Thanh for my imaae counaclina. The Bo11 
JIM: You.accmed to enjoy younelfattheNtwspany." 
HELPt rm aoin·a under. 
BICK' REGAL: In the summenime you &ol women, 
·you got' wo~~ on your mind,. 
SCHUMANN: Wai.h yourself, or I just milht publish 
our little secret about Clara. Liszt 
MY DEAR LISZT: I must inform you that if you cop· 
tin.Uc to write amorphous sonatas like the 8 minor, our 
friendship_ will have to come to an end. Schumann 
IF YOU .SMILE at me, I will understand, cause that is 
something ·everybody. everywhere docs in the same 
language .. OC .t: SS · 
I ·rHIRST for fame, money, powor, and above au, 
beautiful women or reasonably light intelligence: . 
MOM:-. Why·. do y11u think God pve you opposable 
thumbs? Memphis 
TO dispell a malicious rumor,.I did not compoie the . 
.. Air on a G Strin1n al the Hustler in downtown Cincin~ 
nati. J.S. Jlai:h 
· . LIFE IS, but death will be. 
THE OLD MA_N quickly c'ro1scd from 1ho.hearth·to 
theclosed bedroom door; breathing heavily, he opened 
it. stepped inside and closed the door behind him. 
· SUDDENLY, the heavy timber 11fthedoorsplintered 
·as loud retoits came from the room. Momentarily, the 
young girl stepped oui acro11 the bloody, man1lcd 
body of the old lecher; ·I · '. · · . · . · · 
· ·ILOWiNG away the snioke from the barrel or her 
silver-plated, pearl-handled .357 maanum~ ·ahe quietly 
slipped oul of the house inlo the nipt. 
P• .. 12 
The season gets under way with an 
Invitational Tournament at 
Northern Kentucky State College 
on Friday, Oct. I at 9 AM. 
Marketing 
from p~ge 1 
Xavier -with not only a marketing 
plan but a valuable tool for ad-
dressing the problems at Xavier. 
. Durand hopes that eve_ntually the in-
fonnation can be used to help im-
prove the university throughout, and 
generate dialogue among faculty, 
students; alumni and administrators 
on the institution's strengths . and 
weaknesses. 
.Durand, in commenting on. the 
project, ur"s each student to return 
the questionnaire immediately. Due 
to project deadlines any q~estion;. 
naire submitted afterOctober :12 will. 
not be included in the study. 
Conference 
from page 1 
curriculum, and 4) _the intellectual 
climate at Xavier. According to 
Brennan the conference was design-
ed "to generate proposals conceived 
and supported by the faculty." 
The development of the con-
ference was carried out by a core of 
facutly and adcministratiors in-
· Bieliauskus, William · Larkin, 
Richard Garasaa, and Kenneth 
Scheurer among others. 
· Those involved in orgainizing the 
conference met several times 
throughout- the spring and suminer 
of 1976 in order to discuss academic 
needs and generate basic ideas and 
philosophical guidelines for the con-
ference. Accordin~ to Brennan. the 
ideas from these meetings were then 
"hashed out with other· people 
throughout the summer." Dr. Roger 
Fortin was responsible for drawing 
up ~ scheme for the conference 
which included the proposals 
pre~ously discus_sed. 
There are two more conferences in 
the· planning stages, and both Dr. 
Fortin and Fr. Brennan hope the 
conferences will build on each other, 
each addrellling itself to the un-
resolved problems of the previous 
conference. Fr. Brennan sees the 
conferences a s "a goOd opportunity. 
for memben of the university com-
munity to interchange about the p~ 
sent and future at Xavier." Fortin 
sees the next· two conferencei as 
. "more focal~ not as general." . . 
Fr. Brennan feels there will be no 
problem with the university accep-
tance of the conference conclusions: 
.. Provided the conferences are 
oriented toward an achievement of 
some consensus on the part of the · 
small groups, and because I thought 
there was a rather broad consensus 
among the participants at the first 
confrerence, I don't anticipate any 
·-· . . . 
"However,"· he qualified, "I think 
there will be some divergence of 
view(Joiitt when we come to talk 
'about means whereby the mission is 
implemented and accomplished." 
Dr. Fortin saw the results of.the con-
ference. as. "providing a forum for 
future positive action in the areas of 
concern." 
The report on the first conference 
will be made available to the Univer-
sity community tomorrow, October I. ' . 
Cultural 
from page·4 
April 21, 22 and 23, the spring 
program cc>nsists of · Prokofiev's 
"Peter and the Wolf", "Divertiue- · 
ment Clauique", Lester Horton's 
"The Belovef,I", and a Truitte restag-
ing of Horton's "Frevo". 
Some highlights of the Cincinnati 
Symphony's.· season are: Leo~.· 
. Kogan, Brahms' Violin C Concerto, 
November 5-6; Oerrick · Ohlsson, 
Brahms' Piano Concerto No. 2, 
November 19-20; Bach's Passion 
According to St. Matthew, ~th the 
· May Festival Chorus, soprano 
Kathleen Battle, . contralto Uli 
Chookasian, and tenor. Jerold Nor-. 
man; January U·22; Jeanne Kirs-
tein, Bartok's Third Piano Concerot, 
January 28~29; Max Rudolf, cc>n-
ducting Berlioz•· Symphonie Fan-
April 29-30. . 
Pied Piper 
from page 10 
There are already two recycling con-
tainen in the Games Room for the 
· · collection of glass and/ or tin ar-
ticles. 
·During Christmas there will be a 
· food and clothing drive for needy 
people and in April the. Piper will 
help organize "Food Week," design-
ed to make Xavier students aware of 
their own nutritional requirements~ 
the·good that they waste or misuse,_ 
arid the hunger crisis existing in the 
world. It is possible that this year a 
' well known siltier or group will give . 
a benefit cocert at· Xavier to help 
raise funds which will be used to free 
'.Ome of the world'sstarvingpeople. 
· The Piper is always interested in 
,new talent or people who would like 
to take part in the activities that they 
organize. The Piper is located ar 
3868. Ledgewood (745-3365) if you 
would like to get in contact with 
them. · 
YOUR UNIVERSITY BOOK s·roRE 
is your only source for 
IheJ Official 
XAVIER U·NIVERSITY 
__ Clas_!_~; ng _ 
BUILDING 
Ph.one· 853-3311 
. DROP IN FOR DETAILED IN.FORMATION ON PRICES AND DELIVERY OR WRITE FOR· BR~CHURE, 
THE XAVIER: UNIVERSITY B90K .STORE SERVING 
TEXT· BOOKS 
USED BOOKS 
PAPER BACKS 
TOILET ARTICLES 
.RECORDS 
THE XAVIER FAMILY WITH 
XAVIER JEWELRY 
XAVIER SWEATERS 
XAVIER· JACKETS 
XAVIER SWEATSHIRTS 
SCHOOL· SUPPLIES 
JACKETS AND :SWEATSHIRTS FOR ·JUNIOR MUSKETEERS 
. . . 
' . 
A Complete. Line oi Gil~ Items· 
•or Every Member of ·the· fa·inily 
.·:.• 
. .... , ..... 
